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The complex genetic landscape
of southwestern Chinese
populations contributed
to their extensive
ethnolinguistic diversity

Mengge Wang1,2*†, Shuhan Duan3,4, Qiuxia Sun3,5, Yan Liu3,4,
Renkuan Tang5, Junbao Yang4, Pengyu Chen6, Chao Liu1,7*†,
Hongyu Sun1*† and Guanglin He3*†

1Faculty of Forensic Medicine, Zhongshan School of Medicine, Sun Yat-sen University,
Guangzhou, China, 2Guangzhou Forensic Science Institute, Guangzhou, China, 3Institute of Rare
Diseases, West China Hospital of Sichuan University, Sichuan University, Chengdu, China, 4School of
Basic Medical Sciences, North Sichuan Medical College, Nanchong, China, 5Department of Forensic
Medicine, College of Basic Medicine, Chongqing Medical University, Chongqing, China, 6Center of
Forensic Expertise, Affiliated Hospital of Zunyi Medical University, Zunyi, Guizhou, China, 7Anti-Drug
Technology Center of Guangdong Province, Guangzhou, China
The comprehensive characterization of the fine-scale genetic background of

ethnolinguistically diverse populations can gain new insights into the population

admixture processes, which is essential for evolutionary and medical genomic

research. However, the genetic diversity and population history of southern

Chinese indigenous people are underrepresented in human genetics research

and their interaction with historical immigrants remains unknown. Here, we

collected genome-wide SNP data from 20 Guizhou populations belonging to

three primary language families [Tai-Kadai (TK), Hmong-Mien (HM), and Tibeto-

Burman (TB)], including four groups newly collected here, andmerged themwith

publicly available data from 218 modern and ancient East Asian groups to

perform one comprehensive demographic and evolutionary history

reconstruction. We comprehensively characterized the genetic signatures of

geographically diverse populations and found language-related population

stratification. We identified the unique HM genetic lineage in Southwest China

and Southeast Asia as their shared ancestral component in the demographic

history reconstruction. TK and TB people showed a differentiated genetic

structure from HM people. Our identified admixture signals and times further

supported the hypothesis that HM people originated from the Yungui Plateau

and then migrated southward during the historical period. Admixture models

focused on Sino-Tibetan and TK people supported their intense interaction, and

these populations harbored the most extensive gene flows consistent with their

shared linguistic and cultural characteristics and lifestyles. Estimates of identity-

by-descent sharing and effective population size showed the extensive
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population stratification and gene flow events in different time scales. In short,

we presented one complete landscape of the evolutionary history of

ethnolinguistically different southern Chinese people and filled the gap of

missing diversity in South China.
KEYWORDS

ethnolinguistic diversity, genome-wide SNP, genetic diversity, admixture events,
evolutionary history
Introduction

Modern China is a linguistically diverse region with the Altaic

language family (Tungusic, Mongolic, and Turkic) in the north,

Sino-Tibetan (ST; Tibeto-Burman, TB; Sinitic) mainly in the central

region, and four other language families (Hmong-Mien, HM; Tai-

Kadai, TK; Austronesian, AN; and Austroasiatic, AA) in the south.

Chinese populations underwent extensive movements and

admixtures in prehistoric and historical times inferred from

ancient DNA from the Amur River Basin (ARB), West Liao River

(WLR) Basin, Yellow River Basin (YRB), and Guangxi and Fujian in

South China (Yang et al., 2020; Mao et al., 2021; Wang et al., 2021a;

Wang et al., 2021c). Molecular genetic studies based on genome-

wide SNP data frommodern Chinese populations revealed that East

Asians could be genetically divided into five major genetic clusters

or clines. These substructures were associated with different

geographical divisions or linguistic affiliations, including the ARB

cline in Northwest China, the Tibetan cline in the highland of East

Asia, the HM cline in Southwest China, the southern Chinese cline,

and the Han Chinese cline (He et al., 2021a; He et al., 2021d; He

et al., 2023c; He et al., 2023d; Wang et al., 2023). Southwest China

possesses ~50% of China’s ethnic minority groups, accounting for

~37% of the population in this region (Harper and Mayhew, 2007).

Guizhou is the province with the most mountains in Southwest

China and is located in the center of the Yungui Plateau. Guizhou

harbors three linguistically diverse families, including ST, HM, and

TK, and has an enormous ethnolinguistic diversity, followed by

Yunnan Province. However, genetic studies focused on non-Han

populations in this region are underrepresented. Thus, more genetic

studies focused on ethnolinguistically different Guizhou minority

indigenous populations should be conducted.

In addition to large-scale genomic cohorts being conducted to

advance the understanding of genetic determinants of disease

susceptibility and genetic background of Han Chinese

populations, many molecular anthropological and evolutionary

genetic studies have started to focus on the genetic diversity of

ethnolinguistically diverse minority groups in China, such as the

characterization of population history and biological adaptation of

Tibetan (Yi et al., 2010; Qi et al., 2013; Huerta-Sanchez et al., 2014;

Lou et al., 2015; Deng et al., 2019) and Sherpa (Zhang et al., 2017)

from the Tibetan Plateau and the dissection of Eurasian admixture

signature in Uyghur (Pan et al., 2022) and Hui (Ma et al., 2021).

However, we should note that most previous genetic studies were
02
conducted based on forensic-related genetic markers (short tandem

repeats, insertion/deletions, micro-haplotypes, ancestry-

informative SNPs, and other X- or Y-linked markers) or lower-

density SNPs in the merged dataset (Mengge et al., 2020; Zhang

et al., 2021b; Chen et al., 2022). Moreover, the advances in

computational and statistical techniques have promoted the

exploration of a more detailed and complex demographic history

of worldwide populations, such as the statistical methods for

reconstructing sample frequency spectrum and phased haplotype

data (Bergstrom et al., 2020; Byrska-Bishop et al., 2022). However,

population genetic studies focused on ethnolinguistically different

Chinese populations were mainly conducted based on the sharing

alleles via the f-statistics and other descriptive analyses [principal

component analysis (PCA) and ADMIXTURE]. Genetic studies on

exploring fine-scale population structure via sharing haplotype

patterns are lacking, which can dissect fine-scale population

substructures (Lawson et al., 2012).

Hence, deep population admixture modeling with more

representative uncharacterized populations and state-of-the-art

statistical methods should be employed in the new era of

population genomic study. Thus, we collected the genome-wide

data of 700K SNPs from 20 Guizhou populations, including four

newly collected ones [Miao_Kaili (KLM), Dong_Kaili (KLD),

Tujia_Yanhe (YHTJ), and Gelao_Daozhen (DZGL)]. According

to the fifth census, Guizhou has a more than 35 million

population. Miao people comprise ~12.2% of the total population;

Dong, ~4.6%; Tujia, ~4.1%; and Gelao, ~1.6%. We then made a

comprehensive genetic analysis based on the sharing alleles and

haplotypes to illuminate the following key questions: (1) What is the

fine-scale genetic landscape of our studied four Guizhou

populations, and what are the patterns of the genomic diversity of

Guizhou people? (2) What is the genetic similarity and

differentiation between our studied populations and other

Guizhou reference populations? (3) What is the genetic

relationship between Guizhou people and ancient East Asian

reference populations? (4) What is the demographic history of

Guizhou people and their genetic interaction with surrounding and

incoming populations? Our comprehensive population admixture

models showed that ethnolinguistically diverse southwestern

Chinese populations had differentiated genetic structures. The

most significant genetic differentiation was observed between HM

and others. Our results also found extensive admixture signals

derived from ancestral source proximity from northern and
frontiersin.org
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southern East Asians, suggesting that ancient population

movements and admixtures between ST and other southern

Chinese indigenous populations contributed to the observed

pat terns of genet ic and ethnol inguis t ic divers i ty in

Southwest China.
Materials and methods

Sample collection, array genotyping, and
reference dataset

We collected blood samples from 19 Tujia people in Yanhe, 19

Gelao people from Daozhen, 10 Miao people from Kaili, and 10

Dong people from Kaili in Guizhou Province with informed

consent. We required participants to be indigenous residents in

the sampling location †for at least three generations. The Ethics

Committee of West China Hospital of Sichuan University and the

North Sichuan Medical College has approved this project. Our work

was conducted following the recommendations stated in the

Helsinki Declaration of 2000. Genomic DNA was extracted using

the PureLink Genomic DNA Mini Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific)

and quantified via the Applied Biosystems 7500 Real-time PCR

System (Thermo Fisher Scientific). We genotyped 699,537 genome-

wide SNPs, including 645,199 autosomal, 26,341 X-chromosomal,

22,512 Y-chromosomal, 1,287 pseudo-autosomal, and 4,199

mitochondrial SNPs, in newly sampled individuals using the

Infinium Global Screening Array (Illumina, CA, USA) and

quality-controlled via the following internal standards. We

aligned raw genotype data to the human reference genome

assembly GRCh37 (human_g1k_v37), and then we removed SNPs

with a missing call rate exceeding 0.05 and individuals with a

missing genotype rate exceeding 0.1 using PLINK (–geno: 0.05 –

mind: 0.1). Additionally, we removed SNPs that failed the Hardy-

Weinberg test using PLINK with the “–hwe 0.0001” option. We

calculated the PI_HAT values using PLINK with the “–genome”

parameter and estimated pairwise kinship coefficients using KING

with the “-related –ibs” parameter. We removed one of the pairs of

individuals with a PI_HAT value greater than 0.125 and kinship

coefficients greater than 0.0625 (up to third-degree relationships).

We retained 516,448 SNPs among 58 individuals in the following

population genetic studies. We merged our data with previously

published high-density SNP data that were genotyped via the

Illumina array used in this study (Lu et al., 2020; Guo et al., 2021;

Yao et al., 2021; Wang et al., 2021b; Zhang et al., 2021b; Chen et al.,

2022; He et al., 2022; Wang et al., 2022; He et al., 2023c), previously

reported Human Genome Diversity Project (HGDP) and Oceania

genomic resource (Bergstrom et al., 2020; Choin et al., 2021), and

Human Origins (HO) and 1240K datasets retrieved from the Allen

Ancient DNA Resource (Jeong et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2020; Ning

et al., 2020; Yang et al., 2020; Kutanan et al., 2021; Wang et al.,

2021a; Mallick et al., 2023) to form three different population

genetic analysis datasets: high-density Illumina dataset (~461K

overlapping SNPs), medium-density merged 1240K dataset

(~147K), and low-density merged HO dataset (~57K).
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Principal component analysis and
ADMIXTURE modeling

We used the smartpca software implemented in EIGENSOFT

packages (Patterson et al., 2006) to conduct PCA for exploring the

general population relationship among ethnolinguistically diverse

modern populations and ancient people from East Asia and

Southeast Asia with the default parameters. All ancient East

Asians were projected onto the essential background based on the

first two components. The AA-speaking Mlabri people were

separated from others in the original PCA and projected onto the

general background. We used modern populations from Altaic, ST,

AN, AA, TK, and HM language families as the reference

populations. To further explore the admixture proportion of our

studied individuals, we used unsupervised model-based

ADMIXTURE (Alexander et al., 2009) to dissect the ancestral

composition with different numbers of ancestral sources. We set

the K values ranging from 2 to 20 and used 100 bootstrap replicates

(-B100) as well as 10-fold cross-validation (–cv = 10) to explore the

best-fitted models.
Estimation of genetic distances

We calculated the pairwise Fst genetic distances between our

studied populations and other reference populations following the

approach provided by a previous study (Weir and Cockerham,

1984). We used the qp3pop program in ADMIXTOOLS (Patterson

et al., 2012) with default parameters to conduct the outgroup f3-

statistics in the form f3(Source1, Source2; Outgroup). We used

central African Mbuti people as the outgroup. When we used four

studied populations as the second source, the estimated f3-values

can be used to show the genetic affinity between newly studied

populations and other reference populations. All modern and

ancient East Asians were used as the first source.
Identification of admixture signatures

To explore the admixture signals, we conducted admixture f3-

statistics in the form f3(Source1, Source2; targeted populations)

using qp3pop in ADMIXTOOLS (Patterson et al., 2012). The

estimated values with Z-scores less than −3 indicate that two

fitted source populations can be used as potential ancestral

sources. We then conducted four population analyses in the form

f4(population1, population2; population3, Mbuti) using qpDstat

package in ADMIXTOOLS (Patterson et al., 2012) to explore the

possible topologies with potential admixture signatures in three

different ways with the parameters of f4Models: Yes. We conducted

f4(studied population1, studied population2; reference populations,

Mbuti) to explore the genetic homogeneity or heterogeneity

between studied populations. We used f4(reference population1,

reference population2; studied populations, Mbuti) to explore the

genetic affinity between studied populations and one of the

reference populations compared with the other reference
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populations. Finally, we performed f4(reference population1,

studied populations; reference population2, Mbuti) to explore

whether the reference populations shared more or less ancestry

with our studied people compared with other reference populations.
Phylogenetic relationship reconstruction

Phylogenetic topology with gene flow events can provide much

evidence to support the truth of population evolution and their

corresponding admixture events. Thus, we first conducted TreeMix

(Pickrell and Pritchard, 2012) analysis with the migration edges

ranging from 2 to 10 based on the allele frequency distribution to

explore the genetic relationship between Guizhou populations and

other reference populations. We also inferred the phylogenetic

relationship between Guizhou populations and East Asian

reference populations using IQ-TREE2 (Minh et al., 2020) and we

adopted the standard model selection (-m TEST) to determine the

best-fitted model. We randomly selected 10 samples from each

population, and all samples were included when the overall sample

size of a population was less than 10. Afterwards, we used qpGraph

with Yangtze River rice farmers and Yellow River millet farmers as

the ancestral surrogates of southern and northern East Asians to

illuminate the formation of our targeted populations (Maier

et al., 2023).
QpAdm-based admixture coefficients

To illuminate the ancestral proportion using the formal

estimated admixture models with ancestral populations as the

ancestral sources, we conducted two-way and three-way

admixture models using qpAdm (Patterson et al., 2012). The

outgroups that were used to constrain the confidence of the

estimated admixture models followed our previous studies (He

et al., 2023c).
Genome-wide patterns of haplotype
sharing and admixture time estimation

We used Segmented HAPlotype Estimation & Imputation Tool

(SHAPEIT v.2.0) (Delaneau et al., 2011) with the parameters of “–

burn 10 –prune 10 –main 30” to phase the genome-wide SNP data

to obtain the haplotype data from the paternal and maternal sides.

We used the fineSTRUCTURE framework (Lawson et al., 2012) to

infer the fine-scale population structure based on the similarity of

haplotype sharing patterns. The number of total iterations for

MCMC, maximization steps when finding the best state, the

minimum number of SNPs for EM estimation, and fraction of

individuals used for EM estimation were set to 100,000, 50,000,

1,000 and 0.1 (-s3iters 100000 -s4iters 50000 -slminsnps 1000

-slindfrac 0.1), respectively. We then used ChromoPainterv2

(Lawson et al., 2012) with the parameter of “-s 0 -i 10 -in -iM” to

paint each chromosome of recipient populations as a combination

of all other sequences from donor populations. Refined-IBD was
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used to estimate the pairwise IBD (identity-by-descent) matrix

(Browning and Browning, 2011), and ibdne.23Apr20.ae9.jar was

used to estimate the effective population size changes (Browning

and Browning, 2015; Browning et al., 2018). Finally, we used

GLOBETROTTER (Hellenthal et al., 2014) with options of

“bootstrap.date.ind: 1 and bootstrap.num: 100” to identify and

date admixture events occurring in the ancestral surrogates of

target populations. The constant generation time was set to 29

years. We also used sourcefindv2.R (https://github.com/hellenthal-

group-UCL/sourcefindV2) to identify the IBD-based genetic

contribution from different ancestral sources to our

studied populations.
Results

Overview of population genetic structure

Here, we integrated genome-wide SNP data of 530K SNPs from

20 populations to explore the comprehensive fine-scale genetic

structure among ethnolinguistically diverse populations in

Guizhou Province, including four populations newly collected

here. We conducted PCA among 1,722 individuals from 37

ancient populations (115 individuals) and 147 modern

populations (1,607 individuals) to provide an overview of

population structure of East Asians. We found significant genetic

differentiation between northern East Asians consisting of Altaic

speakers and southern East Asians and Southeast Asians

comprising AN, AA, HM, and TK speakers. We also found that

HM-speaking populations from Guizhou (Miao and Yao) and

Mlabri Hunter-Gatherers were separated from their neighbors

(Supplementary Figure 1). To further explore the fine-scale

population structure within regional populations, we first

projected Mlabri into a basal Asian PCA skeleton and deeply

characterized the fine-scale population structure among East

Asians. We found a consistent pattern of genetic differentiation

among ethnolinguistically diverse populations. Generally, genetic

variance inferred from the top two components localized AA-

speaking Htin and AN-speaking Ede people, HM-speaking

Hmong, and some Altaic-speaking people (Mongolic and

Tungusic people) in the three extremes of the patterns of genetic

gradient and differentiation (Figure 1A). PC3 separated TB-

speaking populations (purple) from other reference populations

(Supplementary Figure 2). HM-speaking people from Guizhou and

Sichuan Provinces in China, Vietnam, and Thailand in Southeast

Asia formed a specific genetic cline in the genetic landscape of East

Asians and Southeast Asians. Newly genotyped KLM clustered with

Guizhou Gejia, Dongjia, and Xijia people. Interestingly, all four

newly studied populations were grouped into three clusters. TK-

speaking KLD separated from Miao people and localized in the

intermediated position among HM, ST, and AA/AN clines. TK-

speaking DZGL also separated from KLD and clustered with YHTJ,

which grouped closely with Han Chinese populations.

To further dissect the ancestry composition of these newly

genotyped populations and explore their ancestral source

surrogates, we conducted model-based ADMIXTURE analysis
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among modern and ancient East Asians. We assumed that 11

ancestral source populations contributed to the formation of all

observed genetic variation (K = 11), which was regarded as the best-

fitted model with the least estimated cross-validation error

(Supplementary Figure 3). We found that some ancestry

compositions were unique in some geographically isolated people,

such as AA-speaking Mlabri and Htin, TK-speaking Boy and TB-

speaking Lahu, or temporally specific populations (Tianyuan).

These ADMIXTURE-based patterns were consistent with their

relatively isolated sampling positions. Other six ancestral

components contributed to the mosaic ancestry composition of

modern and ancient East Asians and their geographical neighbors

(Figure 1B). Four populations from Guizhou Province also showed

genetic differentiations: DZGL and YHTJ people harbored their

primary ancestry from ancient northern East Asians (ANEAs),

modern northern TB ancestors, and TK-related southern East

Asian sources, which grouped together with geographically close

Tujia, Miao, and Han Chinese populations. KLM people grouped
Frontiers in Ecology and Evolution 05
tightly with geographically close HM people and harbored the

primary ancestry related to the ancestor of Hmong people and

also possessed ancestry related to TK people and ANEAs from the

YRB. However, KLD possessed ancestry from two significantly

differentiated ancestral populations associated with the ancestor

of modern TK people and ancient YRB people, and it shared a

similar pattern of ancestry composition with Dong from Hunan.

We utilized the high-density Illumina dataset to reconstruct the

phylogenetic relationship between Guizhou populations and other

Chinese populations and phased it for further fine-scale population

structure analysis. When we focused on the genetic diversity of

linguistically different Chinese populations, we observed one

northern genetic cline represented by Altaic and ST people and

another southern genetic cline represented by HM people

(Supplementary Figure 4A). Model-based ADMIXTURE analysis

among these populations revealed five major ancestral components

with the proportion maximized in Han Chinese, Kazakh, Tibetan, Yao,

and Maonan (Supplementary Figure 4B), respectively. All five
A

B

C

FIGURE 1

Patterns of the genetic structure of Guizhou populations and other East Asians. (A) Principal component analysis (PCA) of East Asians inferred from
the top two components. Ancient populations and modern Mlabri were projected onto the modern genetic background. Colors indicate different
language families. The detailed legend for each population is presented in Supplementary Figure 2. (B) Admixture components of included
populations inferred from model-based ADMIXTURE. (C) TreeMix-based phylogenetic relationship between Guizhou populations and surrounding
populations obtained based on the high-density SNP data that were genotyped via the Illumina array.
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identified ancestries were observed in Guizhou populations, suggesting

that multiple ancestral sources contributed to the observed genetic and

linguistic diversity. Even Western Eurasian ancestry represented by

Kazakh was observed in Guizhou Hui people, suggesting that the

dispersal of the ancestor of Hui people contributed to the Western

Eurasian-related ancestry in Guizhou populations. Yao-represented

ancestry was unique and widely distributed among Guizhou HM

people, consistent with the observed patterns in the TreeMix and

IQ-TREE-based clustering patterns (Figure 1C; Supplementary

Figure 5). Finally, we explored the genetic relationship between

Guizhou TK-, HM-, and ST-speaking populations and coastal AN

people by merging our data with the extracted overlapping SNP data

from theHGDP (Supplementary Figures 6, 7).We observed substantial

genetic differentiation between Guizhou and coastal AN populations,

as well as between linguistically diverse Guizhou populations

(Supplementary Figure 6). HM people generally formed a genetic

cline, and newly genotyped Guizhou groups were scattered among this

cline. In the ADMIXTURE results, we found that AN people

significantly influenced Guizhou TK people and had a minor

influence on Guizhou HM-/ST-speaking populations (Supplementary

Figure 7A). We reconstructed the TreeMix-based phylogenetic

relationship and confirmed differentiated genetic relatedness between

linguistically diverse Guizhou populations (Supplementary Figure 7B).

IBD-based clustering patterns based on the average lengths and counts

also showed a relatively separated genetic relationship between

Guizhou populations and AN people (Supplementary Figures 7C,

D). The identified patterns of ancestral composition and

phylogenetic relationship illuminated that the gene pool of Guizhou

populations possessed unique HM-related ancestral lineage and also

had been significantly influenced by surrounding historical

populations’ migrations and admixtures, such as previously reported

migration of the ancestor of Hui people and persistent southward of

northern East Asians from the Paleolithic across Holocene to historical

periods (Yang et al., 2020; Liu et al., 2021b).
Differentiated demographic history among
linguistically diverse Guizhou populations

To formally test the genetic similarities and differences between

and within Guizhou populations and surrounding people related to

ST, HM, TK, AA, and AN language families, we estimated the genetic

distances to illuminate the genetic affinity and conducted f-tests to

explore the differentiated allele sharing between Guizhou populations

and their ancestral surrogated proximities. The estimated pairwise Fst

values and the results of descriptive analysis showed the different

genetic structures and demographic history of Guizhou HM-, TK-,

and ST-speaking populations (Supplementary Table 1). This

observed pattern suggested their complex admixture landscape and

served as a window of the genetic background of ethnolinguistically

diverse southern Chinese people. The formal analysis focused on the

allele sharing via outgroup f3(reference populations, studied

populations; Mbuti) showed that KLM possessed the most

substantial genetic drift with Guizhou Yao people; a similar pattern

was also observed when focused on KLD people. However, DZGL

and YHTJ people had the closest genetic relationship with Han
Frontiers in Ecology and Evolution 06
Chinese populations (Supplementary Table 2). We used symmetrical

f4-statistics of f4(reference population1, reference population2;

studied populations, Mbuti) to explore the differentiated genetic

structure between Guizhou groups and other reference populations

(Figure S8). We observed the highest Z-scores in the f4(Han people,

reference population; YHTJ/DZGL, Mbuti), which suggested that

DZGL and YHTJ shared more alleles with northern East Asians

related to Han Chinese than other reference populations (Figures

S8A, B). The obtained estimates of f4(DZGL, YHTJ; reference

population, Mbuti) indicated that linguistically different DZGL and

YHTJ formed a genetically close clade and showed more allele

sharing compared with reference populations, suggesting that these

two linguistically different but geographically close studied

populations had similar genetic structure (Supplementary Table 2).

Interestingly, we observed the highest positive Z-scores when we

focused on HM/TK-speaking populations, indicating that Miao and

Dong people from Guizhou Province shared more alleles with

southern indigenous people than other East Asians (Figures S8C,

D). Additionally, we conducted asymmetrical f4(Geographically

diverse Miao, KLM; reference populations, Mbuti) and found that

HM-speaking Miao from Vietnam and TK/AN people shared more

alleles with KLM compared to Songtao and Leishan Miao

(Supplementary Table 3). The identified patterns of allele sharing

showed the differentiated genetic structure among geographically

different HM people. The estimates of negative Z-score of −7.507 in

the f4(DZGL, KLD; Hmong, Mbuti) showed direct genetic

differentiation between geographically diverse TK people and

genetic interaction between HM and TK people, suggesting that

compared to DZGL people, KLD people obtained more genetic

influence from HM people. The estimated positive values in f4
(YHTJ/DZGL, KLD; Tibetan/ANEAs, Mbuti) demonstrated that

TK-speaking DZGL and TB-speaking YHTJ shared more ancestry

related to northern East Asians than southern indigenous Dong

people (Supplementary Table 3). The estimated Z-scores of f4
(Guizhou populations, KLM; reference populations, Mbuti) further

suggested that KLM obtained more gene flow from geographically

distinct Miao people relative to geographically close KLD, and

linguistically different DZGL and YHTJ shared more alleles with

northern East Asians compared with KLM (Figures 2A–C).

Interestingly, Xijia, an unrecognized ethnic group in Guizhou but

officially classified as a part of Miao, had the closest genetic

relatedness to KLM (Figure 2D). At the same time, Yaoai Yao

showed more allele sharing with geographically diverse HM-

speaking populations relative to linguistically close KLM

(Figure 2E), further indicating the genetic differentiation between

geographically diverse HM people.

Haplotype data were evidenced to have more power to dissect

fine-scale genetic structure. Thus, we used phased SNP data to

explore the demographic history and estimate the admixture

process of four newly studied populations and other Guizhou

populations. The PCA clustering pattern based on the pairwise

ancestry coefficient can separate four studied people into three

clusters: KLM, KLD, and overlapping YHTJ and DZGL

(Supplementary Figure 9A). These observed patterns of population

stratification within Guizhou populations confirmed the population

differentiation inferred from the f-statistics. Heatmaps of the ancestry
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coincidence matrix and corresponding reconstructed population

dendrogram based on the average chunk counts also showed two

major separated branches (Supplementary Figures S9B–E), consistent

with the observed patterns in the PCA, TreeMix, and ADMIXTURE

based on the allele frequency distribution (Supplementary Figures

S9F–I). We calculated and visualized the sharing IBD length and

count and found that Guizhou populations shared more IBD with

each other based on the total population IBD or different IBD

categories (Figures 3A, B). We further focused on populations from

the Yungui Plateau and found fine-scale patterns of IBD sharing

among HM, ST, and TK people in different IBD lengths, which

suggested continuous gene flow among them in the past 2,000 years

(Figures 3C–G). Focused on the genetic diversity within Guizhou

populations, clustering patterns based on admixture estimates and

co-ancestry matrix showed that Miao people were separated from

other Guizhou populations (Supplementary Figures 10, 11A). Based

on the patterns of sharing IBD, we identified two major branches and

several subbranches among Guizhou populations, including the

subclusters identified among HM-speaking Miao people

(Supplementary Figures 11B, C). We also found that Miao people

shared the longest and the largest IBD with other HM-speaking

populations. We then estimated the effective population size of four
Frontiers in Ecology and Evolution 07
newly studied populations. Compared with DZGL people, KLD,

KLM, and YHTJ people harbored a relatively low ancient

population size (Figure 3H). DZGL trended to experience

population declines in the Holocene period. We should also pay

attention to the fact that the accurate IBD segment estimation and

local ancestry calls can influence the accuracy of the estimates of

historical population size (Browning and Browning, 2015; Browning

et al., 2018). Furthermore, including more representative

geographically different Guizhou people and analyzing whole-

genome sequencing data combined with the PSMC, FitCoal,

MSMC2, or SMC++ should be conducted to validate these

observed patterns in the following large-scale genome sequencing

projects, such as the 10K Chinese People Genomic Diversity Project

(10K_CPGDP) (Schiffels and Durbin, 2014; He et al., 2023b; Hu

et al., 2023).
Estimates of admixture proportions and
admixture dates

To directly explore the admixture signatures of potentially

existing ancestral sources for admixture events in Guizhou
A B D EC

FIGURE 2

Differentiated sharing patterns between Guizhou Miao and other Guizhou populations compared with worldwide reference populations. Populations
on the left donate worldwide reference populations, and populations on the top denote other Guizhou populations, that is, “Compared_W_Facet” in
the f4-statistics. The dashed blue line indicates that the f4value is zero. The symbol marked in red on the left side of the blue dotted line refers to the
reference population that has an f4value less than 0 and a Z value less than −3, and the symbol marked in red on the right side of the blue dotted
line refers to the reference population that has an f4value greater than 0 and a Z value greater than 3.
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populations, we conducted admixture f3-statistics in the form f3
(Source1, Source2; targeted Guizhou populations). Significant

negative Z-scores for KLM and KLD people were observed when

we used Hmong and Han Chinese as the indigenous and northern

surrogate sources (Supplementary Table 4). Focused on DZGL and

YHTJ people, we observed the most negative signals when we used

TK-speaking Dai as the southern source and Han Chinese as the

northern ancestral source. To estimate the ancestral proportion of

these identified ancestral sources, we conducted two-way qpAdm

admixture models and found that KLM and KLD harbored more

ancestry related to southern East Asians and DZGL and YHTJ people

shared more alleles related to northern East Asians (Supplementary

Table 5). We further constructed the admixture processes via three-

way admixture models with ancient genomes from the YRB, coastal

southeastern East Asia, and inland Southeast Asia to explain the

observed gene pool of Guizhou populations (Supplementary Table 6).
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We found that all three ancient ancestral sources contributed to the

formation of modern Guizhou populations. To directly reconstruct

the phylogenetic relationship with admixture events, we

reconstructed qpGraph-based demographic models to explore the

formation patterns for modern Guizhou people (Figures 4A–C).

The fitted models showed that northern ancestral sources related to

the Middle Neolithic Xiaowu people and southern ancestral sources

related to Hanben contributed to the genetic formation of four

Guizhou populations with more ancestry derived from southern

East Asians. We further explored the demographic history of

Guizhou populations without early diverged ancient source

populations using the automatic qpGraph-fitted strategies

implemented in ADMIXTOOLS2 (Figure 4D), and we also

confirmed that ancient northern and southern East Asians

contributed to the gene pool of these ethnolinguistically diverse

populations. We found that HM-speaking KLM and KLD harbored
FIGURE 3

Extensive genetic interaction and effective population size. (A, B) IBD sharing patterns among East Asians with the total IBD length and length
ranging from 1 to 5 cM. (C–G) Network visualization of population average IBD length in the range of over 10 cM, 5–10 cM, 1–5 cM, and less than
1 cM and the total length among Yungui populations. (H) The effective population size of ethnolinguistically diverse Guizhou populations over the
past 150 generations estimated based on the sharing IBD length.
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more ancestry related to ancient southern lineage, and YHTJ and

DZGL received more genetic influence from ancient northern East

Asians. We finally confirmed the north–south admixture pattern

within newly genotyped Guizhou populations via Sourcefind-based

IBD sharing patterns and identified a one-date-multiway admixture

event for KLD and a one-date admixture event for YHTJ, DZGL, and
Frontiers in Ecology and Evolution 09
KLM via the GLOBETROTTER, respectively. Estimates of admixture

dates showed that the Cambodian−Han admixture in KLD occurred

~696 years ago (24 generations); the Li−Han admixture in YHTJ

occurred ~1,189 years ago (41 generations); the Li−Han admixture in

DZGL occurred ~986 years ago (34 generations); and the Cambodian

−Yao admixture in the relatively isolated KLM occurred ~812 years
A B

D

C

FIGURE 4

Demographic models of four representative populations from Guizhou inferred from qpGraph. (A–C) We started with a graph topology that fitted
the data for Denisovan, Loschbour, Tianyuan, and Mbuti and one admixture event. We grafted on Mongolia_N_East, Neolithic Yellow River farmers,
Nepal Chokhopani, Taiwan Hanben, KLM (A), YHTJ (B), DZGL, and KLD (C) in turn. (D) The reconstructed qpGraph-based topology with Mbuti, Early
Neolithic Southern East Asian Liangdao, Mongolia_N_East, Taiwan Hanben, Neolithic Yellow River farmers, and four Guizhou populations. The
dotted line indicates the admixture events with the corresponding admixture proportion. One thousand times, the branch length was labeled on
each edge. Light green indicates the archaic people and dark green indicates the modern studied populations. Other modern and ancient ancestral
lineages were labeled with light blue color. EE, eastern Eurasian; NEE, northern Eastern Eurasian; SEE, southern Eastern Eurasian; MNE, Mongolia
Neolithic East.
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ago (28 generations). Our fitted admixture models suggested that

extensive genetic admixture shaped the patterns of genetic diversity

and admixture landscape of Southwest Chinese people.
Discussion

Capturing the full landscape of human genetic diversity is the

in i t i a l goa l o f human gene t i c s r e sea rch . However ,

underrepresenting human genetic diversity of ethnolinguistically

diverse populations hindered the comprehensive understanding of

the genetic differentiation of worldwide populations, adaptation,

and medical relevance. Recent genetic studies have emphasized that

European bias has influenced the transferability of genetic risk-

predicting models focused on European ancestry to other

worldwide populations, such as East Asians and Africans (Sirugo

et al., 2019; McQuillan et al., 2020). Although China harbors

enriched ethnolinguistic, cultural, and ecological diversity, we also

gradually noticed a Han bias in genetic studies, such as the three

recently reported Chinese clinical cohort studies, including the

NyuWa genome resource (Zhang et al., 2021a), the Westlake

BioBank for Chinese pilot project (Cong et al., 2022), and the

China Metabolic Analytics Project (Cao et al., 2020), which mainly

recruited Han Chinese people in these cohorts. We have

acknowledged that comprehensive characterization of the genetic

diversity of ethnolinguistically diverse populations can promote

advances in molecular anthropology, medical, and population

evolutionary research (McQuillan et al., 2020). This work

collected four populations (KLM, DZGL, KLD, and YHTJ) from

Guizhou, which is one of the regions with the richest biodiversity in

China. We then merged it with publicly available genome-wide data

from Guizhou populations and other modern and ancient reference

genomes from worldwide populations to elucidate the following

topics: (1) the formation of Guizhou TK, HM, and ST people and

(2) the formation and association between ethnolinguistic diversity

and genetic diversity.

Previous genetic studies focused on a single population or

populations from the same language family have tried to

illuminate the genetic admixture model of ethnolinguistically

diverse Guizhou populations (Chen et al., 2021; Chen et al.,

2022). Other genetic studies focused on large sample sizes or

multiple populations were conducted based on low-resolution

marker systems used in forensic science, which limited the

comprehensive exploration of the fine-scale genetic structure and

the status of population interaction (He et al., 2019; He et al.,

2021b). The combined datasets could be used to explore Guizhou

Province’s fine-scale population substructure and language-related

population stratification. We identified differentiated demographic

history among four newly collected populations and all merged

Guizhou populations based on different statistical methods. We

emphasized the importance and differences between this work and

previous genetic reports, including the comprehensively

reconstructed admixture models based on the sharing alleles and

haplotypes and the high-density SNP data. PanAsia project used a

50K SNP-based dataset from Asian populations and identified the

association between genetic structure, geographic isolation and
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linguistic affiliation (Consortium et al., 2009). Most previous

genetic studies also used the merged dataset (50K–190K) to

explore the genetic relationship and admixture models of their

focused populations, which has limited the use of most of the

genetic diversity of missing SNPs in the HO and 1240K SNP panels

(Zhang et al., 2019; He et al., 2021c; Yao et al., 2021; Wang et al.,

2022). Thus, we used three different datasets (original high-density

worldwide modern population dataset, and medium-density and

low-density modern and ancient datasets) to characterize Guizhou

populations’ genetic features comprehensively. We found that HM-

speaking KLM separated from other newly genotyped Guizhou

populations in the PCA and model-based ADMIXTURE results,

but it clustered with other geographically different HM-speaking

Miao and Yao people in Guizhou. All these HM-speaking people

formed a specific genetic cline, which harbored more genetic

components related to ancestral ancient southern East Asians as

the estimated pairwise Fst genetic distances, outgroup f3-based

shared genetic drift as well as the inferred admixture models in

the ADMIXTURE, qpAdm, and qpGraph models. Most f4-results in

the form f4(Guizhou populations, HM people; Southern East

Asians, Mbuti) have statistically negative values, which directly

supported that HM-speaking people harbored more genetic

ancestry from southern indigenous people. Our reconstructed

admixture models also suggested that the major ancestry of HM

people originated from South China. Archaeological evidence has

found wonderful Neolithic cultures from the Qujialing, Daxi,

Shijiahe, and Lingjiatan sites, which suggested that Neolithic

people from the middle Yangtze River had a relatively large

effective population size and might be the major ancestral sources

of modern HM people in this region. Multiple southward

population movements from the YRB revealed that northern East

Asians have significantly influenced the genetic landscape of

spatiotemporally diverse southeastern East Asians and Southeast

Asians (Yang et al., 2020). This work also identified the fact that

northern East Asians influenced the gene pool of Guizhou Miao

people, based on the modern population dataset. Some of Miao

people harbored prominent ancestry from Han Chinese people,

which might be the recent genetic influence from geographically

close Han Chinese. A recent study on four Guizhou Miao

populations confirmed that they possessed a specific genetic

structure, according to our observations, and derived their major

ancestry from Guangxi Gaohuahua people (He et al., 2023a). Liu

et al. reported the genome-wide SNP data of 52 Sichuan Miao

people and combined them with 13 geographically representative

HM populations. They found obvious genetic substructures that

existed in geographically distinct HM populations: one represented

the HM-related cline, and the other possessed a strong affinity with

Han Chinese (Liu et al., 2021a). Wang et al. comprehensively

analyzed HM-speaking populations from South China and

Southeast Asia and identified northern and southern HM

subclades. They identified an HM-specific ancestry that was

enriched in modern Hmong and found that modern HM

speakers might originate from the Yungui Plateau or the

surrounding regions in South China (Wang et al., 2022). In this

study, we also identified this HM-specific ancestry related to the

ancestor of Hmong people, and that KLM possessed a primary
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Hmong-related ancestry. Genetic research focused on Miao,

Zhuang, and Han populations from Guangxi and Yunnan found

that the proportion of HM-related ancestry decreased from west to

east in HM-speaking groups, whereas the proportion of TK-related

ancestry showed the opposite trend (Huang et al., 2022). Sampling

more geographically diverse HM-speaking populations and

conducting high-depth whole-genome sequencing are

indispensable in future studies to promote our understanding of

population origin, demographic processes, and adaptive history of

HM speakers.

The patterns of population structure and admixture profile of

TK people showed their extensively shared ancestry with HM and

Han Chinese populations and revealed the genetic differentiation

among ethnolinguistically different TK people. Clustering patterns

inferred from PCA and ADMIXTURE showed that KLD had a

closer genetic relationship with HM and other reference TK people.

However, DZGL people harbored much ancestry related to Han

Chinese populations. Our reconstructed admixture models also

showed that the ancestral proportion of southern surrogates was

higher in KLD but relatively low in DZGL. Generally, these results

were consistent with our previous findings that TK‐speaking

populations in northern Guizhou had more northern East Asian-

related ancestry, while TK people in southern Guizhou possessed

more southern East Asian-related ancestry (Wang et al., 2023).

Historical records have documented that Baiyue or Minyue tribes

have been widely distributed in South China and shared more

cultural links with modern AN and TK people (Zhang et al., 2020).

Our obtained admixture models supported that TK people

experienced extensive admixture processes with incoming ancient

southern East Asians. This work also identified the mixed features

of TK people, which showed a strong genetic relationship between

TK people and geographically close populations. These identified

admixture landscapes and gene flow events suggested that Guizhou

TK people have a mixed genetic landscape with ancestral sources

from northern and southern ancient East Asians. Our previous

study also identified the genetic differentiations among TK people

from South China and Southeast Asia and between northern and

southern Chinese inland TK people (Wang et al., 2023). Ren et al.

genotyped six TK-speaking populations from Guizhou Province

and found that Gelao and Dong people in the north of Guizhou

harbored more Han-related ancestry than Dong, Zhuang, Bouyei,

and Mulao people in the south. Our newly studied DZGL had a

similar genetic profile to Gelao in northern Guizhou reported by

Ren et al., and the newly studied KLD had a similar genetic profile

to the previously reported Dong in southern Guizhou but not in

northern Guizhou (Ren et al., 2022). Chen et al. sampled and

genotyped Guizhou Maonan people and found their ancestry

primarily from Guangxi historical people and minor ancestry

from Northeast Asians (Chen et al., 2022). As observed in this

study, we also identified extensive genetic admixture between TK

and HM people. TB-speaking Tujia had a closer genetic relationship

with geographically close Gelao people. Both apparent genetic

influence received from the YRB farmers and Han Chinese was

consistent with our findings observed in geographically diverse

Guizhou Tujia and Han Chinese populations (He et al., 2021d;
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Wang et al., 2021b; Wang et al., 2023). Generally, we found three

different genetic components in Guizhou populations, represented

by TB, TK, and HM people, contributing to modern Guizhou

people’s genetic landscape.
Conclusion

We used genome-wide SNP data from four newly collected

populations and publicly available populations from TK, HM, and

ST language families to characterize the genetic landscape of

Guizhou populations. We identified fine-scale genetic structures

in new Guizhou populations with two main different genetic

profiles (Gelao/Tujia vs. Dong/Miao). The constructed admixture

models showed that ethnolinguistically diverse Guizhou

populations had differentiated genetic structures, suggesting that

they had different ancestral sources and harbored complex

admixture processes. Admixture models showed that HM-

speaking KLM and TK-speaking KLD people shared more

ancestry from ancestral ancient southern East Asians. DZGL and

YHTJ people shared more genetic materials from ancestral

northern East Asians. We also identified substantial genetic

differentiations between geographically distinct TK people in

northern and southern Guizhou. Generally, Guizhou populations

harbored ancestry from northern sources from the YRB and

southern sources from inland and island South China, reflecting

multiple ancestral sources that contributed to the ethnolinguistic

diversity of modern Guizhou populations.
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